Charge multiplication at low field has been studied by fission fragments spectroscopy in ion-implanted Si-detectors. Also, various types of Si-detectors were used at CERN to measure a pulsed muon flux of high density, and again multiplication was observed above a flux threshold which depends on the detector design. In the absence of the gold contact no multiplication occurs.
Summary
Charge multiplication at low field has been studied by fission fragments spectroscopy in ion-implanted Si-detectors. Also, various types of Si-detectors were used at CERN to measure a pulsed muon flux of high density, and again multiplication was observed above a flux threshold which depends on the detector design. In the absence of the gold contact no multiplication occurs.
IntroduCtion
One of the unsolved problems for silicon nuclear radiation detectors in fission fragments spectroscopy is related to the charge multiplication, occurring at bias voltages well below the avalanche breakdown voltage [1, 2] . Until now this effect was mainly observed in surface barrier detectors and it depends on the manufacturing procedure [2] . To achieve better understanding of the phenomenon, it seemed particularly interesting to check if the multiplication is limited to surface barrier diodes and to heavy ions. We attempted, therefore, two independent approaches to clarify the underlying mechanism, which we present here: first, the response of ion implanted silicon P-N diodes to fission fragments was investigated as a function of ion-energy, dose and the annealing temperature used in the manufacturing process. Then, surface barriers, as well as ion implanted and diffused junction detectors, were exposed to the dense, pulsed flux of high energy (% 2 GeV) muons in the CERN PS neutrino beam shielding.
Essentially, we found that multiplication of charge is a general feature of all detector types if a threshold charge density is exceeded, it is dependent on the junction structure, and for implanted diodes it could be suppressed by eliminating the gold contact layer. Finally, we will discuss a model which takes into account these results as well as the previous ones from Walter for surface barrier detectors.
Response of ion implanted detectors to fission fragments Detectors Boron ions were implanted under non-channelling conditions into 150 Q cm, n-tvpe silicon.
The implant energy was 15, 40 or 60 keV and the doses were 5 x 1012, 1l13and 5 x 1l03B cm-2.
Implanted slices were annealed for 30 minutes in vacuum at a temperature between 3000C and 7000C.
On the implanted (front) side normally a 300 i gold contact was deposited on top of the implanted layer, on some diodes prior to this a 100 A thick insulating film of Si02 was deposited by evaporation, and on some diodes no evaporations were made at all. Finally, a thick aluminium contact was deposited on the back side. It fig. 9 . Removing a thin aluminium contact layer on the diffused detectors produced nearly no effect. [2] . It appears that initial ionization density and total deposited charge differ by several orders of magnitude for the experiments under discussion. But the signal-current, expressed in carriers per cm2 per sec, around 1018, is about the same in all cases.
Discussion
The above described experiments made clear that two conditions must be fulfilled for charge multiplication to occur in silicon detectors.
(a) Some critical rate of carrier generation in the detector must be exceeded. survive because the holes are collected before recombination, and an increase in signal is observed. The injection takes place during a short time interval. In fig. 11 we show the current signal, obtained by terminating a 500 pm thick totally depleted detector with 50 Q. No change in pulse form could be seen with and without multiplication. Rise time is about 10 ns, the length of the bunch, and 
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charge collection is complete after X 60 ns. The temperature dependence (fig. 4 ) of the multiplication in implanted diodes gives an indication that carrier transport does not involve tunnelling which already seems improbable over a distance of 1000 A. For the case of surface barrier detectors it is not clear if the oxide layer contains enough impurities to enable conduction by drift and diffusion or if tunnelling is the only possibility. In the literature often different behaviour regarding multiplication in heavy ion spectroscopy is reported for surface barriers and p-n junctions. In the homogeneous flux only some quantitative difference can be seen, but basically they perform in the same way.
A quantitative treatment of steady state majority carrier injection by tunnelling through a thin oxide layer, under influence of radiation induced minority carriers has been given by Green and Shewchun [9] for the case of a metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) structure. The frequency response of the multiplication process observed in these devices was treated by the same authors 10 . The injected minority currents they used were some orders of magnitude lower than in the case of multiplying detectors, and they found a very long response time. Still, this device presents some analogies to the case of multiplying detectors.
CONCLUSION
Our experiments proved that the charge multiplication effect is not restricted to surface barriers and heavy particles but that it is a general feature of silicon particle detectors, once the minority carrier charge density per unit time collected at the interface is sufficiently high to initiate majority carrier injection from a suitable charge reservoir, which is the metal contact. Quantitative results could be obtained in a pulsed homogeneous flux. Ion implantation provides a better controllable way of studying the influence of the charge at the interface, which in surface barriers depends on the chemistry of surface preparation. The model proposed by Walter emphasizes the tunnelling through the oxide layer. This may be a feature of surface barrier detectors, but certainly is not occurring in p-n junction detectors. A practical implication of our work is clear: for multiplication-free spectrometry ion-implanted or lightly doped diffused detectors without gold contact layers will be most adeouate.
